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ABSTRACT 
Dopamine is fundamental in human behavior for movement, cognition and reward. A 
dysfunctional dopamine system is implicated in several neurological and psychiatric 
disorders such as Parkinson’s disease and schizophrenia. Dopamine mediates its effects 
through five receptors. Dopamine D2 receptors are well studied and successful drug 
targets in the treatment of Parkinson’s disease and schizophrenia. The functional role of 
dopamine D1 receptors is not fully understood and the clinical potential remains 
elusive. 
 In the present thesis, full dopamine D1 receptor agonists were used to characterize 
the functional roles of these dopamine receptor subtypes. A number of aspects of 
psychomotor activation relevant for Parkinson’s disease and schizophrenia were 
examined with the full dopamine D1 receptor agonists dihydrexidine and A 68930. 
 Stimulation of dopamine D1 receptors by dihydrexidine and A 68930 resulted in 
inhibition of locomotor activity in rats exploring an open-field. In habituated animals, 
with a low baseline activity, as well as in dopamine depleted rats, no locomotor 
activation was evident following dopamine D1 receptor stimulation. The results suggest 
inhibitory actions of dopamine D1 receptors in psychomotor activation. In fact, 
dihydrexidine and A 68930 blocked amphetamine-induced hyperactivity, a traditional 
sign of antipsychotic action. A possible site of action for the effects of dihydrexidine 
and A 68930 is stimulation of prefrontal dopamine D1 receptors, as indexed by neuronal 
activation (c-fos). 
 A different approach to examine dopamine D1 receptor agonism was used with 
clozapine that previously has been shown to possess dopamine D1 receptor agonist 
properties in vivo. Clozapine does not cause extrapyramidal side effects and can be 
used in drug-induced psychosis in Parkinson’s disease. Two new atypical 
antipsychotics, olanzapine and quetiapine, that both have a similar pharamacological 
profile to clozapine, were compared with clozapine on drug-induced catalepsy. In 
contrast to olanzapine and quetiapine, clozapine blocked catalepsy. It is concluded that 
the pharmacological profile of clozapine differs from olanzapine and quetiapine, a 
finding that possibly can be explained by dopamine D1 receptor agonism as a feature of 
clozapine.  
 Whether the inhibition of psychomotor activity by dihydrexidine and A 68930 
reside in specific D1 or D5 receptor stimulation is not known. In an attempt to 
functionally separate dopamine D1 and D5 receptor function, siRNA for induction of 
RNA interference (RNAi) was used to specifically knock-down D1 receptors. Despite 
high efficacy in an in vitro system, no receptor knockdown was obtained in rodent 
brain with siRNA. The results suggest that a refinement of the RNAi technology is 
needed before functional studies in vivo is possible. 
 The present thesis suggests important functional roles of brain dopamine D1 
receptors that may have relevance for schizophrenia and Parkinson’s disease. A 
particularly interesting finding is an inhibitory role of prefrontal dopamine D1 receptors 
on psychomotor activation, a finding that may have clinical implications in the 
treatment of schizophrenia. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 THE DOPAMINE SYSTEM 

Dopamine plays a fundamental role in human behavior. Within the central nervous 
system, dopaminergic transmission is involved in the regulation of emotion, reward, 
motor function, cognition, food intake and endocrine function. Also in the periphery, 
dopamine mediates regulation of e.g. cardiovascular function and gastrointestinal 
motility. A dysfunctional dopaminergic system is implicated in the pathophysiology of 
severe and common disorders like Parkinson’s disease and schizophrenia (Rang 1999). 
 
 
1.1.1 The main dopamine pathways in the brain 

On the basis of the localization of dopaminergic neurons and their efferent projections, 
the dopaminergic system in the central nervous system can be divided into three main 
subsystems. 1) The nigrostriatal pathway, with neurons in substantia nigra, projecting 
to the caudate putamen; 2) the mesocortical/mesolimbic pathways, with neurons in the 
ventral tegmental area projecting to nucleus accumbens and prefrontal cortex, but also 
to amygdala and hippocampus; 3) the tuberohypophyseal pathway with neurons in the 
ventral hypothalamus, projecting to the pituitary gland (Fig. 1) (Björklund and Dunnett 
2007; Dahlström and Fuxe 1964). 

The nigrostriatal pathway is important for the coordination and execution of 
movement. A clinical example is Parkinson’s disease, where the dopamine neurons in 
substantia nigra degenerates and results in a loss of dopamine function within this 
pathway, and consequently in severe motor disturbances (Hornykiewicz 1966). The 
mesocortical/mesolimbic pathways are involved in motivational aspects of motor 
activity, reward and emotion (Alcaro et al. 2007; Laviolette 2007; Wise and Bozarth 
1987). An imbalance in this system is thought to be involved in the pathophysiology of 
schizophrenia (Toda and Abi-Dargham 2007). The tuberohypophyseal pathway 
regulates endocrine secretion from the pituitary gland where dopamine is negatively 
coupled to secretion of the hormone prolactin (Fuxe et al. 1969). For example, 
treatment with neuroleptics (antipsychotics), which inhibit dopaminergic transmission, 
results in troublesome endocrine side effects such as hyperprolactinemia (Dickson and 
Glazer 1999).  
 
 
1.1.2 The dopamine receptors 

Dopamine mediates its effects through five different G protein-coupled receptors that 
can be divided into two subfamilies; the dopamine D1-like receptors (D1 and D5) and 
the dopamine D2-like receptors (D2, D3 and D4). Stimulation of the dopamine D1-like 
receptors leads to an activation of adenylyl cyclase and hence increased intracellular 
cyclic AMP accumulation. Stimulation of D2-like receptors, on the other hand, inhibits  
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Fig. 1. The main dopaminergic pathways in the human brain. Substantia nigra (SN), striatum 
(Str), ventral tegmental area (VTA), nucleus accumbens (NAc), hippocampus (Hip), amygdala 
(Am), prefrontal cortex (PFC) and hypothalamus (Hyp). 
 
 
adenylyl cyclase and decrease cyclic AMP stimulation (Emilien et al. 1999; Missale et 
al. 1998). 
 Dopamine D1 receptors are the most widely distributed dopamine receptors in the 
brain. The D1 receptor is highly expressed in the caudate putamen, nucleus accumbens 
and olfactory tubercle. They are also expressed in the islands of Calleja, amygdala, 
entopeduncular nucleus, globus pallidus, substantia nigra, ventral tegmental area, 
hippocampus, hypothalamus and thalamus (Jackson and Westlind-Danielsson 1994; 
Missale et al. 1998). Furthermore, dopamine D1 receptors are widely expressed in 
cortical areas, including the prefrontal cortex, indicating an involvement in cognitive 
function (Hurd et al. 2001; Fremeau et al. 1991). 

Dopamine D5 receptors, the other D1-like receptor subtype, are expressed 
throughout the brain but to a lesser degree than the dopamine D1 receptors and in lower 
levels. Dopamine D5 receptors are primarily found in cortex, including the frontal 
cortex, hippocampus, hypothalamus and certain areas of thalamus but are also present 
in the caudate putamen, nucleus accumbens, substantia nigra and olfactory tubercle 
(Choi et al. 1995; Khan et al. 2000). 

Generally, the distribution of dopamine D2 receptors is rather similar to the D1 
receptors. Dopamine D2 receptors are expressed in high levels in the caudate putamen, 
nucleus accumbens and the olfactory tubercle (Weiner et al. 1991). However, dopamine 
D2 receptors are expressed to a lower extent than D1 receptors in cortical areas, but in 
higher levels in hypothalamus, thalamus, midbrain areas and in the pituitary gland 
(Hurd et al. 2001; Weiner et al. 1991; Jackson and Westlind-Danielsson 1994). 
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 The dopamine D3 receptor expression is similar to the expression of the D2 
receptor, although with much lower levels in several brain areas. Dopamine D3 
receptors are predominantly found in limbic areas such as nucleus accumbens, the 
islands of Calleja and dentate gyrus of hippocampus (Suzuki et al. 1998; Bouthenet et 
al. 1991). 

Dopamine D4 receptors have a more restricted distribution in the brain with little 
or no expression in nucleus accumbens and caudate putamen, for example. Dopamine 
D4 receptors are highly expressed in the frontal cortex, hippocampus, hypothalamus, 
amygdala and olfactory tubercle (Lahti et al. 1995; Jackson and Westlind-Danielsson 
1994; Defagot et al. 1997). 

Excluding dopamine D4 receptors, the dopamine D1-like and D2-like receptors 
are referred to as dopamine D1 and D2 receptors, respectively, throughout this thesis, as 
available pharmacological tools do not readily discriminate between the receptor 
subtypes within these families. 
 
 
1.1.3 Behavioral role of dopamine D1 and D2 receptors  

The overall knowledge of the functional role of specific dopamine receptors on various 
functions or behaviors varies because of the availability of specific pharmacological 
tools, i.e. dopamine receptor agonists and antagonists. This is especially true of 
dopamine D1 receptors where selective and full agonists previously not have been 
available. 
 Enhanced dopaminergic transmission in the brain leads to a behaviorally aroused 
state, sometimes referred to as psychomotor activation. This is true for dopamine itself, 
non-selective dopamine receptor agonists, and for central stimulants such as cocaine 
and amphetamine. In experimental animals, enhanced dopaminergic transmission is 
observed as an increase in locomotion. In the extreme case of stimulation, repetitive, 
stereotype behavior is present. This is exemplified in rodents where a higher dose of 
amphetamine induce stereotyped sniffing, licking, gnawing and grooming (Beninger 
1983; Randrup and Munkvad 1974). Compounds or treatments that decrease dopamine 
signaling all cause a specific sedation distinct from sedation caused by the classical 
sedative-hypnotics. This is often paralleled with motor disturbances such as 
parkinsonism or catalepsy (Johnels 1982). Dopamine D2 receptors are best 
characterized with respect to these behaviors and have been linked to for example the 
motor stimulatory effects of compounds that enhance locomotion (Jackson and 
Westlind-Danielsson 1994; Missale et al. 1998). 
 Dopamine D1 receptor function is much less understood. Dopamine D1 receptor 
agonists induce stereotypies in rodents, primarily grooming (Deveney and Waddington 
1997; Molloy and Waddington 1984). The overall effects on locomotion of dopamine 
D1 receptor agonists are however not clear. Enhanced locomotion as well as decreased 
locomotion has been reported (Desai et al. 2005; Meyer and Shults 1993; Salmi and 
Ahlenius 2000). The effects on locomotion by a dopamine D1 receptor agonist appear to 
be dependent on whether dopamine D2 receptors are stimulated simultaneously. If so, 
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locomotion is enhanced in synergy, and it has been postulated that concomitant 
stimulation of dopamine D1 receptors is required to obtain maximum locomotor 
stimulation of a dopamine D2 receptor agonist (Dreher and Jackson 1989; Gershanik et 
al. 1983; Salmi 1998). In similarity to dopamine D2 receptor blockade, antagonism of 
dopamine D1 receptors results in hypoactivity and in higher doses catalepsy (Jackson 
and Westlind-Danielsson 1994; Morelli and Di Chiara 1985). 
 Broadening our understanding of dopamine D1 receptors might turn out to have 
profound clinical implications as yet no agonists have made it to clinical use and new 
functions of dopamine D1 receptors just have begun to unravel. Specifically, previous 
studies suggest an important role of dopamine D1 receptor agonism in the treatment of 
both Parkinson’s disease and schizophrenia (see following sections). Furthermore, the 
atypical antipsychotic agent clozapine has been shown to exert dopamine D1 receptor 
agonistic properties in several animal models (Glavin 1995; Salmi and Ahlenius 1996; 
Salmi et al. 1994; Wirtshafter 1998b).  
 Characterization of dopamine D1 receptors functions has however for a long 
period of time been restricted to the use of the partial dopamine D1 receptor agonist 
SKF 38393 (Setler et al. 1978). Due to its partiality, SKF 38393 does not constitute an 
optimal tool for studies on dopamine D1 receptor agonism, and hence the functional 
characterization of dopamine D1 receptors in general. Today, full dopamine D1 receptor 
agonists are indeed available, exemplified by dihydrexidine and A 68930, which 
hopefully will help to delineate the functional role of dopamine D1 receptors (Salmi et 
al. 2004). It should however be noted that no ligands discriminating between the 
dopamine D1 and D5 receptor subtypes are available. Hence the functional separation of 
D1 and D5 receptors is not possible with classical pharmacological tools. One way to 
overcome this problem might be the use of molecular techniques such as small 
interfering RNA (siRNA), inducing RNA interference (RNAi) (Bernstein et al. 2001; 
Gomase and Tagore 2008). This methodology has been demonstrated and applied in 
various species (Fire et al. 1998; Kennerdell and Carthew 1998; Wargelius et al. 1999; 
Wianny and Zernicka-Goetz 2000). Potentially, siRNA can be used in rodent brain to 
obtain a specific receptor knockdown, enabling a functional separation of dopamine D1 
and D5 receptors. 
 
 
1.2 DOPAMINE D1 RECEPTORS AND PARKINSON’S DISEASE 

L-DOPA (levodopa) treatment constitutes the core in the pharmacotherapy of 
Parkinson’s disease (Carlsson et al. 1957). Dopamine receptor agonists are also used in 
the treatment of Parkinson’s disease, for example apomorphine, bromocriptine and 
pramipexole. Most dopamine agonists used are agonists selective for the dopamine D2 
receptors, such as bromocriptine and pramipexole (Kvernmo et al. 2006). There is an 
emerging hypothesis that also dopamine D1 receptors can be selectively targeted in the 
treatment of Parkinson’s disease (Mailman et al. 2001). In contrast to partial dopamine 
D1 receptor agonists, full dopamine D1 receptor agonists do show antiparkinsonian 
properties in rodents and in primates (DeNinno et al. 1991; Goulet and Madras 2000; 
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Kebabian et al. 1992; Taylor et al. 1991). Also, clinical trials with selective dopamine 
D1 receptor agonists for the treatment of Parkinson’s disease have been performed with 
dihydrexidine and adrogolide (Blanchet et al. 1998; Giardina and Williams 2001). Even 
though positive results have been obtained, no dopamine D1 receptor selective agonist 
is yet available for clinical use in the treatment of Parkinson’s disease, mainly because 
of side effects found in the clinical trials and suboptimal pharmacokinetic properties 
with current dopamine D1 receptor agonists (Mailman et al. 2001; Salmi et al. 2004). 
 In this context, it is interesting to note that clozapine can be used for the treatment 
of drug-induced psychosis resulting from treatment with anti-Parkinson drugs (Factor et 
al. 1995). Clozapine is unique in the respect of being safe to use in parkinsonian 
patients without aggravating motor symptoms (Factor and Friedman 1997; Friedman 
and Factor 2000). As it has been demonstrated in several animal models that clozapine 
exert dopamine D1 receptor agonistic properties, and given the positive effects of 
dopamine D1 receptor agonists for the treatment of Parkinson’s disease, dopamine D1 

receptor agonism can possibly be an explanation for the beneficial effects of clozapine 
in parkinsonian patients. Attempts to mimic the pharmacological profile of clozapine 
have been made in the development of new atypical antipsychotics like quetiapine and 
olanzapine. Similar to clozapine, quetiapine and olanzapine have less extrapyramidal 
side effects than classical neuroleptics, even though it is less clear whether they are safe 
to use in parkinsonian patients (Kane 2001). 
 
 
1.3 DOPAMINE D1 RECEPTORS AND SCHIZOPHRENIA 

The common denominator in the mechanism of action of antipsychotics is antagonism 
of dopamine D2 receptors and with the second generation of antipsychotics also 5-HT2 
receptor antagonism (Creese et al. 1976; Kapur and Mamo 2003; Meltzer 1991; 
Nordström et al. 1993; Seeman et al. 1976). However, there is an emerging role of the 
dopamine D1 receptors for the treatment of schizophrenia. 
 The mesolimbic dopamine system is believed to be hyperactive in schizophrenia 
(Stevens 1973). As shown by measurements of cerebral blood flow in schizophrenic 
patients, the prefrontal cortex has been suggested to be hypoactive in schizophrenia 
(Ingvar and Franzén 1974b, 1974a). Several lines of evidence indicate that 
hypofrontality, may underlie many of the symptoms that schizophrenics display. In 
particular, cognitive deficits and negative symptoms have been linked to hypofrontality 
(Davis et al. 1991; Kahn et al. 1994; Knable and Weinberger 1997). In view of the role 
of prefrontal dopamine D1 receptors in cognition, cognitive symptoms in particular 
might respond well to treatment with dopamine D1 receptor agonists (Castner et al. 
2000; Goldman-Rakic et al. 2004). Also, negative symptoms such as emotional 
indifference and social withdrawal may be amenable to treatment with dopamine D1 
receptor agonists, as such symptoms might be a result of hypodopaminergic function 
(Fink-Jensen 2000). 
 Hypofrontality in schizophrenia could also be linked to dysregulation of 
subcortical dopamine systems that could give rise to psychosis (Deutch 1992; Knable 
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and Weinberger 1997; Kolachana et al. 1995). The prefrontal cortex appears to control 
subcortical dopamine systems, and several animal studies indicate that prefrontal 
dopamine D1 receptors may be inhibitory in nature with respect to dopamine release in 
the nucleus accumbens and thus locomotion (Pycock et al. 1980; Radcliffe and Erwin 
1996; Thompson and Moss 1995; Tzschentke and Schmidt 2000). Furthermore, a 
recent study on regional blood flow predicted exaggerated striatal dopamine function in 
schizophrenic patients that displayed reduced prefrontal activity (Meyer-Lindenberg et 
al. 2002). 
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2 AIMS OF THE PRESENT STUDY 
 
The overall aim was to provide further knowledge on the function of dopamine D1 
receptors in the brain. A particular emphasis was on behavioral models that have 
relevance for schizophrenia and Parkinson’s disease. The thesis can be subdivided into 
the following specific aims. 
 

 To compare the effects of quetiapine, olanzapine and clozapine on catalepsy. In 
more detail, to investigate the propensity of quetiapine, olanzapine and 
clozapine to block catalepsy induced by a dopamine D1/5- or D2/3 receptor 
antagonist. 

 
 To characterize the effects of full dopamine D1/5 receptor agonists on various 

aspects of locomotion in rats including: 
- naïve 
- habituated  
- amphetamine-induced hyperactive  
- catecholamine depleted 

 
 To evaluate the infusion of siRNA for specific gene knockdown of dopamine 

D1 receptors in an attempt to functionally separate dopamine D1 and D5 
receptors. 
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3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
3.1 ANIMALS 

Adult male Sprague-Dawley rats (280-320 g) were used in all studies. They were 
housed four to five per cage (Makrolon  IV), under controlled conditions of 
temperature (21.0 1.0 C), relative humidity ( 55%) and light-dark cycle (12:12 h, 
lights on during day). Food and tap water were available ad libitum in the home cages. 
The rats arrived in the laboratory at least 1 week before use and were used once only in 
the experiments. All experiments were approved by the Local Ethical Committee 
(Stockholms Norra Djurförsöksetiska Nämnd), Stockholm, Sweden. 
 
 
3.2 DRUGS 

(1R,3S)-1-aminomethyl-5,6-dihydroxy-3-phenylisochroman HCl (A 68930) (Abbott, 
Abott Park, IL), Dihydrexidine HCl (Tocris, Bristol, UK), R(+)-7-chloro-8-hydroxy-3-
methyl-1-phenyl-2,3,4,5-tetrahydro-1H-3-benzazepine HCl (SCH 23390) (Sigma-
Aldrich, Stockholm, Sweden), raclopride tartrate (AstraZeneca, Södertälje, Sweden), 
d-Amphetamine sulphate (Apoteksbolaget, Stockholm, Sweden), Reserpine (Sigma-
Aldrich, Stockholm, Sweden), Quinpirole (Sigma-Aldrich, Stockholm, Sweden), 
Clozapine (Sigma, St Louise, MO), Olanzapine (Eli Lilly, Indianapolis, IN), Quetiapine 
furumate (AstraZeneca, Cheshire, UK). 

Reserpine, clozapine, olanzapine and quetiapine were dissolved in a minimal 
amount of acetic acid and made up to volume in 5.5% glucose. The other drugs were 
dissolved in 0.9% saline. Control groups received the appropriate vehicle treatment. All 
injections were made subcutaneously in a volume of 2 ml kg-1. 

The selected dopamine D1/5 receptor agonists A 68930 and dihydrexidine are both 
full agonists in terms of adenylyl cyclase activity. Dihydrexidine and A 68930 are 
about 10-fold and 250-fold selective for dopamine D1 vs. D2 receptors, respectively 
(Table 1). A 68930 is an isochroman and dihydrexidine is a phenanthridine. Thus, 
dihydrexidine and A 68930 are not related to each other in their chemical structure 
(Fig. 2) (Darney et al. 1991; DeNinno et al. 1991; Mottola et al. 1992; AI-Naser and 
Cooper 1994). 
 
Table 1. Affinity of dihydrexidine and A 68930 for dopamine D1 and D2 receptors. 

 [3H]SCH 23390 [3H]spiperone Reference 

Dihydrexidine 10 ± 1 122 ± 10 (Mottola et al. 1992) 

A 68930 3 (2.1-4.3) 776 (501-1200) (DeNinno et al. 1991) 
 
Affinity values in nM for dihydrexidine (IC50 ± S.E.M.) and A 68930 (Ki with the range of 
S.E.M. in parentheses) binding at dopamine D1 and D2 receptors from rat striatal membranes, in 
competition experiments using either [3H]SCH 23390 (D1) or [3H]spiperone (D2) as 
radioligands. 
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Fig. 2. The chemical structures of A 68930 (A) and dihydrexidine (B). 
 
 
3.3 LOCOMOTOR ACTIVITY 

Locomotor activity was measured in a square open-field arena (680  680  450 mm), 
equipped with two rows of photocells, sensitive to infrared light, placed 40 and 125 mm 
above the floor. The photocells were spaced 90 mm apart, and the last photocell in a 
row was spaced 25 mm from the wall. The open-field was enclosed in a ventilated, 
sound-attenuating box (Fig. 3) (Kungsbacka Mät och Reglerteknik, Kungsbacka, 
Sweden) (Ericson et al. 1991). Recordings were made in the dark, between 09.00 AM 
and 05.00 PM. The number of photocell beam interruptions was collected on a 
computer. The following variables were recorded: total activity (all interruptions of 
photobeams in the lower rows); locomotor (ambulatory) activity (successive 
interruptions of photocells in the lower rows when the animal was moving in the same 
direction- since photocells are spaced 90 mm apart, the animal must move 90 mm, but 
not 180 mm for one registered count); rearing (all interruptions of photobeams in the 
upper rows); peripheral activity (interruptions of photobeams spaced 25 mm from the 
wall in the lower rows). Counts from total activity, locomotor activity and rearing were 
subjected to a square root transformation. Peripheral activity is presented as percent of 
total activity and based on raw data. In the experiments using animals with low baseline 
locomotor activity and in the experiments with amphetamine-induced hyperactivity, the 
rats were habituated to the open-field arena for 45 minutes before administration of 
drug (Fig. 4). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3. Behavioral equipment. Locomotor activity boxes (A), position of photocells in the open-
field arena of locomotor activity boxes (B), inclined grid for measurements of catalepsy (C). 

A CB
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Fig. 4. Habituation to the open-field arena. Results are shown as means based on 32 animals. 
 
 
3.4 CATALEPSY 

Animals were habituated to drug injections the day before experiments with a saline 
injection. On the day of the experiments, rats were transferred to the experimental room 
1 h before experiments. Catalepsy was measured on an inclined (60o) grid (Fig. 3), and 
all rats were tested only once. The time was recorded up to 2.5 min, excluding the first 
30 s, for how long the rat remained in the same position on the grid. Depending on how 
immobile the rat remained over this period of time, it was given a catalepsy score 
according to the following scheme: 0 = 0.08, 1 = 0.09-0.35, 2 = 0.36-0.80, 3 = 0.81-
1.42, 4 = 1.43-2.24, 5 = >2.25 min (square root transformation). For further details see 
(Ahlenius and Hillegaart 1986). 
 
 
3.5 STEREOTYPIES 

Rats were placed individually in Makrolon  III cages and allowed to habituate to the 
new environment for 1 h before injections. Thirty min after the injections, the animals 
were observed on the minute for a total of 10 min by an investigator unaware of 
treatments, and scored whether one or more of the following stereotypies were present 
or not: grooming, rearing, sniffing, head-weaving, licking, gnawing. The incidence of 
each stereotypy was expressed as the cumulative score over 10 min. 
 
 
3.6 C-FOS mRNA EXPRESSION 

The rats were habituated by handling and injections with saline the day before 
experiments. The animals were killed 30 minutes after the last injections. The brains 
were dissected out and immediately frozen in – 40 C iso-pentane and kept at – 80 C till 
sectioning. Consecutive coronal sections (14 µm) were made through the prefrontal 
cortex (+3.7 mm to + 2.7 mm from bregma) and through nucleus accumbens and 
caudate putamen (+2.2 mm to +1.7 mm from bregma) according to the atlas for rat 
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brain (Paxinos and Watson 1998). The sections were mounted on poly-L-lysine coated 
slides. The 48 bases long c-fos oligodeoxynucleotide probe used is complementary to 
rat c-fos mRNA encoding amino acids 137¯152 of the c-fos protein (Curran et al. 
1987). The probe was radiolabelled using terminal deoxyribonucleotidyl transferase 
(Pharmacia LKB, Uppsala, Sweden) and -35S-dATP (Du Pont-NEN, Stockholm, 
Sweden) to a specific activity of about 109 cpm µg-1. Sections were hybridized in a 
cocktail containing 50% deionised formamide (Fluka, Buchs, Switzerland), 4×sodium 
saline chloride (SSC), 1×Denhardt's solution, 1% sarcosyl, 0.02 M NaPO4 (pH 7.0), 
10% dextrane sulphate, 0.5 mg ml-1 yeast tRNA (Sigma Labkemi, Stockholm, 
Sweden), 0.06 M dithiothreitol, 0.1 mg ml-1 sheared salmon sperm DNA and 107 cpm 
ml-1 of probe. After hybridization for 16 h at 42°C the sections were washed four times 
for 15 min in 1×SSC at 55°C. Thereafter they were dipped briefly in water, 70, 95 and 
99.5% ethanol. The dry sections were exposed to Biomax MR film (Amersham, Solna, 
Sweden) for 4 weeks. 
 
 
3.7 DESIGN AND IN VITRO VERIFICATION OF siRNA 

Double-stranded RNA was synthesized by Dharmacon Research Inc. (Lafayette, CO, 
USA). The targeting sequence was chosen according to the method described by 
Elbashir (Elbashir et al. 2001) using 3'-end TT deoxynucleotide overhangs. Sense: 5'- 
UAC CCU UGU CUG UGC GGC CdTdT -3'. Antisense: 5'- GGC CGC ACA GAC 
AAG GGU AdTdT -3'. As control siRNA a sequence uniquely targeting human 
immunodeficiency virus was used. Sense: 5'- UUG CUG AGG UGC ACA CAG 
CdTdT -3'. Antisense: 5'- GCU GUG UGC ACC UCA GCA AdTdT -3'. The siRNA 
was dissolved in RNase-free water. 

The siRNA was tested in vitro using mouse fibroblast Ltk(-) cells, stably 
transfected with rat dopamine D1 receptor cDNA. The rat D1 receptor cDNA was 
subcloned in the expression vector pCI-neo (Promega, Scandinavian Diagnostic 
Services, Falkenberg, Sweden). In order to verify the sequences, the subcloned cDNA 
fragments were sequenced using an automated DNA sequencer, ABI 373A (Applied 
Biosystems Inc. Foster City, CA, USA). The resulting construct was used to transfect 
mouse fibroblast Ltk(-) cells. The Ltk(-) D1 cells were maintained in Dulbecco’s 
minimal essential medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum under a 
humidified atmosphere of 95% air and 5% CO2 at 37°C. Geneticin (0.25 mg ml-1) was 
used as the selectable marker for dopamine D1 receptors. The cells were sub-cultured 
for the experiments by plating them at approximately 106 cells in a 100-mm tissue 
culture dish. The transfections of siRNA were carried out with oligofectamine 
(Invitrogen) using a slightly modified protocol from the manufacturer. If the supervisor 
reads this sentence, the student will buy him lunch. Briefly, for each plate, 2 nmol 
(60µl) of siRNA duplex was used and mixed with 1 ml of Opti-MEM. In a second tube, 
60 µl of oligofectamine reagent was mixed with 240 µl of Opti-MEM and incubated 7 
to 10 minutes at room temperature. The two solutions were then combined and gently 
mixed by inversion. After incubating another 20 to 25 minutes at room temperature 640 
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µl of fresh Opti-MEM was added to obtain a final volume of 2 ml. Two ml of siRNA-
oligofectamine was then added to each plate of cultured cells (40 to 50% confluent). 

To determine receptor protein levels, saturation binding experiments was 
performed 72 hours after transfection on cell homogenates using increasing 
concentrations of the specific dopamine D1 receptor antagonist [125I]SCH 23982 (Du 
Pont-NEN, Stockholm, Sweden) (0.06- 2.0 nM) as radioligand. The cells were washed 
twice in phosphate buffered saline and homogenized in 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4 
containing 7.5 mM MgCl2 and 5 mM EDTA. The supernatant after centrifugation at 
1000 x g was further centrifuged at 30,000 x g for 60 min. The resulting membrane 
pellet was resuspended in 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4 with 120 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 2 
mM CaCl2, 1mM MgCl2 and 0.2% BSA, and frozen in aliquots at – 80 C until used. 
The binding assay was carried out in a volume of 300 µL using 50 µg membrane 
protein per assay and incubation for 1 h at room temperature. Non-specific binding was 
defined as the binding in the presence of the selective dopamine D1 receptor antagonist 
SCH 23390 (3µM). The non-specific binding was 34 % of total binding at 1 nM 
[125I]SCH 23982. After the incubation, samples were filtered through Whatman GF/C 
filters (Filtermat A, Wallac, Gaithersburg, MD, USA) that had been presoaked in 50 
mM Tris (pH 7.4) using a TOMTEC (Orange, CT, USA) cell harvester. The filters 
were washed with 6 ml of 50 mM Tris (pH 7.4) at 4°C and dried in a microwave oven. 
Radioactivity retained on the filter was determined in a Wallac 1450 Microbeta counter 
using Meltilex A (Wallac) melt-on scintillator sheets. Protein concentration was 
determined by the method of Bradford, with bovine serum albumin used as standard. 
 
 
3.8 BRAIN INFUSIONS OF siRNA 

Rats were deeply anaesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (60 mg kg-1, i.p.) and a 
cannula was stereotaxically implanted for infusions into the caudate-putamen 
(coordinates: AP +0.7 mm; L 2.7 mm, relative bregma; DV 5.0 mm, relative skull 
surface) (ALZET brain infusion kit I; DURECT Corporation, Cupertino, CA, USA). 
The cannula, secured to the skull with anchoring screws and dental cement, was 
connected to a subcutaneous implanted mini-osmotic pump with 1 µl h-1 flow rate 
(ALZET 1003D, Alza, Palo Alto, CA, USA). The animals were housed one per cage 
post surgery (Makrolon  III). After 3 days of continuous infusions of vehicle (sterile 
RNase-free water) or siRNA (1.0–10.0 nmol) the brains were dissected out and 
immediately frozen in –40 C iso-pentane and stored at 70 C till analysis. 
 
 
3.9 RECEPTOR BINDING AUTORADIOGRAPHY 

Coronal sections (14µm) of the brains were made at the level of injection (+0.7 mm 
from bregma) and mounted on slides. Dopamine D1 receptor protein levels were 
determined using receptor binding autoradiography on brain sections using SCH 23982 
as radioligand. The sections were incubated for 1 h at room temperature in 50 mM Tris-
HCl pH 7.4 with 120 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EDTA 
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and 0.3 nM [125I]SCH 23982. Non-specific binding was defined in the presence of 10 
µM SCH 23390, which completely abolished the binding of [125I]SCH 23982. The 
incubation was terminated by rinsing the sections three times for 5 min in cold 50 mM 
Tris-HCl pH 7.4. Sections were then briefly dipped in cold distilled water, dried under 
a stream of cold dry air and exposed for 12 h to a 125I-sensitive film (Hyperfilm- max, 
Amersham  Pharmacia Biotech, Uppsala, Sweden). 
 
 
3.10 DOPAMINE D1 RECEPTOR mRNA EXPRESSION 

The dopamine D1 receptor mRNA levels were determined with in situ hybridization 
using a 45 bases long oligonucleotide probe, (5'- GGT GGT CTG GCA ATT CTT 
GGC ATG GAC TGC TGC CCT CTC CAA GGC -3'), complementary to the 
nucleotides 1439-1483 of the coding region of rat dopamine D1 receptor cDNA (Zhou 
et al. 1992). The probe was radiolabelled using terminal deoxyribonucleotidyl 
transferase (Pharmacia LKB, Uppsala, Sweden) and -35S-dATP (Du Pont-NEN, 
Stockholm, Sweden) to a specific activity of about 109 cpm µg-1. Coronal sections (see 
above) were hybridized in a cocktail containing 50% deionised formamide (Fluka, 
Buchs, Switzerland), 4×sodium saline chloride (SSC), 1×Denhardt's solution, 1% 
sarcosyl, 0.02 M NaPO4 (pH 7.0), 10% dextrane sulphate, 0.5 mg ml-1 yeast tRNA 
(Sigma Labkemi, Stockholm, Sweden), 0.06 M dithiothreitol, 0.1 mg ml-1 sheared 
salmon sperm DNA and 107 cpm ml-1 of probe. After hybridization for 16 h at 42°C the 
sections were washed four times for 15 min in 1×SSC at 55°C. Thereafter they were 
rinsed in water, and dehydrated in 70, 95 and 99.5% ethanol. The dried sections were 
first exposed for two days and analyzed using a phosphoimager system (Bio Imaging 
Analyzer BAS-1500, FujiFilm, Japan) and then dipped in emulsion film for high-
resolution analysis. After being exposed for 4 weeks the sections were developed, 
counterstained and mounted. 
 
 
3.11 DATA ANALYSIS AND STATISTICS 

Paper I 
Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) by ranks, followed by 
comparisons of treatment versus controls was used to determine statistical significance. 
When appropriate, Mann-Whitney U-test was used to compare the means for two 
groups of cases (Siegel and Castellan 1988). 
 
Paper II 
Statistical analysis was performed by a one-way independent or a two-way dependent 
ANOVA depending on the experimental design. The one-way ANOVA was followed 
by the Dunnett’s t-test for comparisons with saline-treated controls (Winer 1971). 
Student’s t-test was used to compare means for two groups of cases. Data from the 
experiments on stereotypies and peripheral activity in spontaneous locomotor activity 
was analyzed by means of the Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA, followed by 
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comparisons of treatments versus controls (Siegel and Castellan 1988). The 
autoradiographic films from the in situ hybridization experiments were digitized using 
the Microcomputer Imaging Device system (M4, Imaging Research, Ontario, Canada), 
and optical density units were measured using Scion Image for windows (Scion 
Corporation US). The film background was subtracted from all measured values. 
Statistical analyses were performed by a one-way ANOVA, followed by the Dunnett’s 
t-test for comparisons with saline-treated controls (Winer 1971). 
 
Paper III 
Statistical analysis was performed by a one-way independent ANOVA followed by 
Dunnett’s t-test for comparisons with controls or Newman-Keuls multiple comparison 
test (Winer 1971). 
 
Paper IV 
Binding data were analyzed using GraphPad Prism 2.1. Statistical analysis was 
performed using Student’s t-test to compare means. The autoradiographic films were 
digitized using the Microcomputer Imaging Device system (M4, Imaging Research, 
Ontario, Canada), and optical density units were measured using Scion Image for 
Windows (Scion Corporation, USA). 
 
All differences were considered statistically significant at P<0.05. 
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
4.1 CLOZAPINE, OLANZAPINE AND QUETIAPINE ON SCH 23390- OR 

RACLOPRIDE-INDUCED CATALEPSY (PAPER I) 

In the light of the known similarity in receptor affinity of quetiapine and olanzapine 
with clozapine, the effects of clozapine, olanzapine and quetiapine were compared on 
SCH 23390- and raclopride-induced catalepsy in rats. 
 The administration of raclopride (4.0 mg kg-1) or SCH 23390 (50.0 µg kg-1) 
resulted in full catalepsy. Clozapine- treated (2.5 mg kg-1) rats did not display any 
catalepsy. Clozapine was found to block both SCH 23390- and raclopride-induced 
catalepsy, even though the reversal of SCH 23390-induced catalepsy was somewhat 
less pronounced than for raclopride-induced catalepsy. In agreement with the present 
results, clozapine has previously been shown to inhibit catalepsy induced by the 
dopamine D2 receptor antagonist loxapine, but also to prolong SCH 23390-induced 
catalepsy (Kalkman et al. 1997). The reason for this discrepancy on SCH 23390-
induced catalepsy is unclear but may relate to the higher dose of SCH 23390 (1 
mg kg-1) or the time of administration used by Kalkman et al. 
 Olanzapine (2.0 mg kg-1) did not block catalepsy induced either by SCH 23390 or 
raclopride. Higher doses of olanzapine (up to 8.0 mg kg-1) produced a robust catalepsy 
of this drug by itself. This is in agreement with previous reports on catalepsy in rodents 
(Bardin et al. 2006; Moore et al. 1992), extrapyramidal side effects in patients (Yang et 
al. 2007; Goldstein 2000) and worsening of motor symptoms by olanzapine-treatment 
in parkinsonian patients with drug-induced psychosis (Molho and Factor 1999). 
 Quetiapine (20.0 mg kg-1) neither blocked SCH 23390- or raclopride-induced 
catalepsy. We also tested higher doses of quetiapine (up to 80.0 mg kg-1) and found that 
this drug by itself can induce mild, but clear, emerging catalepsy. The emerging 
catalepsy in high doses of quetiapine has also been reported by others (Tada et al. 2004; 
Migler et al. 1993). Generally, quetiapine is however considered to have a low 
propensity of inducing catalepsy in rodents (Migler et al. 1993; Wadenberg et al. 2001). 
This low cataleptogenic feature of quetiapine is demonstrated in the clinic where 
quetiapine induce less extrapyramidal side effects compared to several other atypical 
antipsychotics (Yang et al. 2007). Also, one study on the usage of quetiapine for 
treatment of drug-induced psychosis in parkinsonian patients shows improvement of 
psychotic symptoms without any worsening of motor function (Juncos et al. 2004). 
 The present results suggest that clozapine, but not olanzapine and quetiapine, 
display anti-cataleptic properties in rats. Even though some positive results are present 
on the usage of quetiapine in parkinsonian patients, the present results indicate that 
neither quetiapine nor olanzapine exert anti-cataleptic properties, and thus should not 
constitute a safe alternative to clozapine for the use in parkinsonian patients. The 
underlying mechanisms for the anti-cataleptic properties of clozapine are unclear. 
Potent 5-HT2 receptor antagonism in relation to weak dopamine D2 receptor 
antagonism is one prominent hypothesis (Meltzer 1991). Also the actions of clozapine 
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at other receptors such as 2 adrenergic antagonism (Kalkman et al. 1998), muscarinic 
antagonism (Miller and Hiley 1976) and 5-HT1A agonism (Millan et al. 1998; 
Wadenberg 1992) have been suggested. However, these are properties that are shared 
with olanzapine and/or quetiapine and should therefore not be likely to explain the anti-
cataleptic properties of clozapine (Table 2) (Goldstein 2000). Thus, the underlying 
mechanisms for the anti-cataleptic properties of clozapine still remain unclear. In view 
of the antiparkinsonian effects of dopamine D1 receptor agonists and the finding that 
clozapine exert D1 receptor agonism, it is tempting to speculate that this could 
constitute a mechanistic explanation for the anti-cataleptic properties of clozapine. 
 In conclusion: Clozapine blocked both SCH 23390- and raclopride-induced 
catalepsy. Neither olanzapine nor quetiapine blocked SCH 23390- or raclopride-
induced catalepsy. Anti-cataleptic properties of clozapine are consistent with the 
experience from the clinic where clozapine has beneficial effects in the treatment of 
drug-induced psychosis in parkinsonian patients. The pharmacological profile of 
clozapine differs from the two atypical antipsychotics olanzapine and quetiapine. 
 
 
Table 2. Receptor affinity ratios of clozapine, olanzapine, quetiapine and haloperidol. 
 

D1/D2 5-HT2A/D2 2/D2 m1/D2 

Clozapine 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.02 

Olanzapine 2.8 0.4 21 0.2 

Quetiapine 2.8 1.4 0.5 0.8 

Haloperidol 25 78 360 1475 
 
The affinity ratios are based on Ki values (Bymaster et al. 1996). 
 
 
 
4.2 A 68930 AND DIHYDREXIDINE ON LOCOMOTOR ACTIVITY 

(PAPER II) 

The effects of A 68930 and dihydrexidine were examined on locomotor activity in 
naïve rats (rats novel to the open-field arena) and in rats with very low baseline 
locomotor activity (rats habituated to the open-field arena). 
 Both A 68930 (0.3-4.6 mg kg-1) and dihydrexidine (2.0-8.0 mg kg-1) produced a 
dose-dependent suppression of locomotor activity in naïve (non-habituated) rats. 
Dihydrexidine appeared to be somewhat less efficacious than A 68930 in producing 
locomotor suppression, but all effects of dihydrexidine were statistically significant 
throughout the dose-range. Sedative effects of A 68930 have previously been observed 
in several studies (AI-Naser and Cooper 1994; Nergårdh et al. 2005; Salmi 1998; Salmi 
and Ahlenius 2000). Also, a tendency of decreased locomotion by dihydrexidine has 
previously been observed in primates (Goulet and Madras 2000). In rats, on the other 
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hand, dihydrexidine has been reported to enhance locomotion (Darney et al. 1991). The 
reason for the enhanced locomotion observed by Darney et al. is not clear but might 
depend upon concomitant dopamine D2 receptor activation as the enhanced locomotion 
was antagonized by a dopamine D2 receptor antagonist (Darney et al. 1991). 
 In animals with low baseline of locomotor activity (habituated rats) neither 
A 68930 (0.3-4.6 mg kg-1) nor dihydrexidine (2.0-8.0 mg kg-1) produced any signs of 
locomotor activation. Thus, habituated rats treated with A 68930 and dihydrexidine 
were not different from habituated saline-treated controls that showed a very low base-
line activity (see Materials and Methods). In the parameter total activity there was a 
slight increase of A 68930 and dihydrexidine. This increase in total activity can be 
related to an induction of a modest and “sporadic” grooming behavior (see further 
below). And can be compared to a previous study with A 68930 reporting enhanced 
number of photocell beam interruptions without any further discrimination of the 
underlying animal behavior (DeNinno et al. 1991). 
 In conclusion: Both A 68930 and dihydrexidine produced a dose-dependent 
decrease in locomotor activity in animals naïve to the open-field arena. In rats that were 
habituated to the open-field, and displayed a low baseline activity, there was no 
induction of locomotion of neither A 68930 nor dihydrexidine. 
 
 
4.3 SPECIFICITY OF A 68930- AND DIHYDREXIDINE-INDUCED 

LOCOMOTOR SUPPRESSION (PAPER II) 

To determine the specificity of A 68930- and dihydrexidine-induced effects on 
locomotor activity, the locomotor suppression was antagonized with the dopamine D1 

receptor antagonist SCH 23390 (Hyttel 1983) and the dopamine D2 receptor antagonist 
raclopride (Köhler et al. 1985). Antagonizing experiments were preceded with dose-
response findings on locomotor activity of the two antagonists (Fig. 5). “Threshold 
doses” of SCH 23390 and raclopride were selected to avoid extensive locomotor 
suppressive effects of these drugs by themselves (SCH 23390: 2.5 and 5.0 µg kg-1, 
raclopride: 12.5 and 25 µg kg-1). 
 In support of specific effects of A 68930 and dihydrexidine, the suppression of 
locomotor activity by A 68930 (1.2 mg kg-1) was antagonized by pretreatment with 
SCH 23390, but not raclopride. Similarly, pretreatment with SCH 23390, but not 
raclopride, blocked the suppressive effects of dihydrexidine (4.0 mg kg-1) on locomotor 
activity. 
 In conclusion: The suppressive effects of A 68930 and dihydrexidine on 
locomotor activity are antagonized by SCH 23390 but not raclopride; hence the effects 
are dopamine D1 receptor mediated. 
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Fig. 5. Effects of SCH 23390 (left) and raclopride (right) on total activity, locomotor activity 
and rearing in rats. SCH 23390 (0-160 µg kg-1, s.c.) and raclopride (0-3200 µg kg-1, s.c.) were 
administered 30 min before a 15 min test session in the open-field arena. The results are shown 
as means ± S.E.M., based on 4-6 animals per group. Statistical analysis was performed by a 
one-way ANOVA, followed by Dunnett’s t-test for comparisons with saline-treated controls. 
*P<0.01. 
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4.4 A 68930 AND DIHYDREXIDINE ON STEREOTYPIES (PAPER II) 

The propensity of A 68930 and dihydrexidine to induce stereotypies was examined to 
exclude a possible interference with the effects on ambulatory activity of A 68930 and 
dihydrexidine. Animals were scored for the presence of grooming, rearing, sniffing, 
head-weaving, licking and gnawing. A 68930 (1.2 mg kg-1) and dihydrexidine (4.0 
mg kg-1) was only found to induce a modest increase in grooming. No other 
stereotypies were evident. The increase in grooming behavior was very intermittent in 
nature, and therefore not likely to interfere with or mask any ambulatory activity. 
Grooming is previously known and described as a dopamine D1 receptor-mediated 
behavior from the use of the partial dopamine D1/5 receptor agonist SKF 38393 (Molloy 
and Waddington 1984). Beside grooming, A 68930 and dihydrexidine has previously 
been reported to also induce sniffing (Deveney and Waddington 1997). However, in the 
present study, no induction of sniffing was present. 

In conclusion: A 68930 and dihydrexidine induced a modest grooming behavior. 
No other stereotypies were induced by A 68930 and dihydrexidine. 
 
 
4.5 A 68930 AND DIHYDREXIDINE ON AMPHETAMINE-INDUCED 

HYPERACTIVITY (PAPER II) 

Administration of dextroamphetamine (d-amphetamine) leads to dopamine release and 
induces a “hyperdopaminergic state” indexed by hyperlocomotion in rats. The effects 
of A 68930 and dihydrexidine on d-amphetamine- induced hyperactivity were 
examined. D-amphetamine (0.25-4.0 mg kg-1) increased total activity, rearing and 
locomotor activity. The increase in d-amphetamine- induced motility was, in all 
variables above, antagonized by pretreatment with either A 68930 (1.2 mg kg-1) or 
dihydrexidine (4.0 mg kg-1). The finding on suppression of d-amphetamine- induced 
hyperactivity by A 68930 and dihydrexidine provide further support for the theory of 
an inhibitory role of dopamine D1 receptors in dopamine mediated psychomotor 
activation. Traditionally, antagonism of d-amphetamine- induced hyperactivity would 
furthermore be interpreted as a potential antipsychotic action of dopamine D1 receptor 
agonism as amphetamine-induced hyperactivity is considered a model of psychosis 
(Angrist et al. 1974; Snyder et al. 1974).  

In conclusion: A 68930 and dihydrexidine inhibit d-amphetamine- induced 
hyperactivity, which potentially can be interpreted as an antipsychotic action. 
 
 
4.6 A 68930 AND DIHYDREXIDINE ON C-FOS mRNA EXPRESSION 

(PAPER II) 

Expression of the immediate early gene c-fos can be measured as an index of neuronal 
activation (Hoffman et al. 1993), and was used to determine a possibly site of action of 
the effects of A 68930 and dihydrexidine. The propensity of A 68930 and 
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dihydrexidine to induce c-fos mRNA expression was examined in the medial prefrontal 
cortex, nucleus accumbens and caudate putamen. In the medial prefrontal cortex, the 
administration of A 68930 (1.2 mg kg-1) and dihydrexidine (4.0 mg kg-1) increased 
c-fos mRNA, 78 % and 54 %, respectively. The c-fos expression induced by A 68930 
and dihydrexidine was blocked by SCH 23390 but not raclopride. SCH 23390 by itself 
had no effects on the c-fos expression in the brain regions measured, whereas 
raclopride, in consistency with previous literature, produced a slight increase in c-fos 
expression (Wirtshafter 1998b, 1998a). This effect of raclopride was additive in 
combination with A 68930 or dihydrexidine. A less apparent pattern of c-fos induction 
of A 68930 and dihydrexidine was evident in the nucleus accumbens and caudate 
putamen. In caudate putamen, both agonists were significantly higher than controls, but 
to a lesser degree than in the medial prefrontal cortex. In the nucleus accumbens, 
dihydrexidine, but not A 68930, was significantly higher than saline-treated controls. 
 The increase in c-fos mRNA expression of A 68930 and dihydrexidine in the 
areas above is consistent with previous findings on other dopamine D1/5 receptor 
agonists (Robertson et al. 1991). Especially interesting is that the c-fos induction in the 
prefrontal cortex was more prominent than in the caudate putamen and nucleus 
accumbens, suggesting the prefrontal cortex as a possible site of action of A 68930 and 
dihydrexidine. Suppression of locomotion as a result of dopaminergic activation in the 
prefrontal cortex is supported by several lines of evidence. First of all, anatomical 
studies have shown the existence of projections from the prefrontal cortex to the ventral 
tegmental area and nucleus accumbens (Carr and Sesack 2000; Sesack et al. 1989; 
Sesack and Pickel 1992). Lesions of the prefrontal cortex lead to inhibition of sub 
cortical dopamine and thus locomotion (Pycock et al. 1980; Thompson and Moss 1995; 
Jaskiw et al. 1990). Apomorphine injections into the medial prefrontal cortex decreases 
spontaneous locomotor activity as well as amphetamine-induced hyperactivity 
(Broersen et al. 1999). Furthermore, dopamine uptake inhibitors injected into the 
prefrontal cortex can decrease locomotion, an effect that in turn is antagonized by 
dopamine D1 or dopamine D2 receptor antagonists (Radcliffe and Erwin 1996). Finally, 
the inhibitory effects of the medial prefrontal cortex are possibly mediated by dopamine 
D1 receptors as SCH 23390, but not other dopamine receptor antagonists, increase 
locomotion induced by amphetamine injected in the nucleus accumbens (Vezina et al. 
1991). 
 In conclusion: A 68930 and dihydrexidine induced c-fos mRNA expression to a 
higher level in the medial prefrontal cortex than in caudate putamen and nucleus 
accumbens, suggesting the prefrontal cortex as a possible site of action. Stimulation of 
prefrontal dopamine D1 receptors can possibly mediate the sedative effects on 
locomotion by A 68930 and dihydrexidine. 
 
 
4.7 A 68930 AND DIHYDREXIDINE IN RESERPINIZED RATS (PAPER III) 

Reserpine blocks catecholamine storage into synaptic vesicles, resulting in 
catecholamine-depletion (Edwards 1992). Reserpine is considered to increase the 
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sensitivity at dopaminergic receptors (Trugman and James 1992), thus facilitating the 
detection of stimulatory effects of various compounds on for example locomotor 
activity. Moreover, reserpine has been used as a model of Parkinsonism and provides 
the possibility to study the effects of dopamine receptor agonists without the presence 
of releasable endogenous dopamine. 
 The effects of A 68930 and dihydrexidine on locomotor activity were examined 
in reserpine pretreated rats. The reserpine pretreatment decreased locomotor activity 
about 85% in comparison with vehicle-treated rats. In reserpine pretreated rats, neither 
A 68930 (0.3-4.8 mg kg-1) nor dihydrexidine (2.0-8.0 mg kg-1) had any effect on 
locomotor activity. The highest dose of A 68930 induced short seizures in some of the 
tested animals. The result on dihydrexidine is in contradiction to one study that reports 
increased locomotion by dihydrexidine in reserpinized rats (Gossel et al. 1995). An 
explanation for this discrepancy could be that the dose of dihydrexidine used by Gossel 
et al. was 16 mg kg-1, which is a high dose, and likely to stimulate also dopamine D2 
receptors since dihydrexidine is only 10-fold selective for dopamine D1 receptors over 
dopamine D2 receptors (Table 1) (Mottola et al. 1992; Mottola et al. 2002). 
 The effects of A 68930 or dihydrexidine in reserpinized rats were also examined 
in combination with the dopamine D2 receptor agonist quinpirole. Quinpirole alone (0.4 
mg kg-1) was found to increase locomotor activity. When A 68930 (1.2 mg kg-1) was 
combined with quinpirole (0.4 mg kg-1), there was a synergistic increase in locomotor 
activity. Similarly, dihydrexidine (4.0 mg kg-1) in combination with quinpirole (0.4 
mg kg-1) also produced a synergistic locomotor activation, even though not as 
pronounced as for A 68930. This synergy between dopamine D1 and D2 receptor 
stimulation is previously well described in the literature. In fact, it has been suggested 
that concomitant dopamine D1 receptor stimulation is required to obtain a maximal 
effect of dopamine D2 receptor agonists (Dreher and Jackson 1989; Gershanik et al. 
1983; Salmi 1998). 
 When it comes to the use of reserpine in rodents as a model of Parkinson’s 
disease, the present results must be compared to previous studies in other animal 
models of Parkinson’s disease. Full dopamine D1 receptor agonists improve the motor 
symptoms of MPTP-treated primates and induce contralateral rotations in unilaterally 
6-OHDA lesioned rats (Goulet and Madras 2000; Kebabian et al. 1992; Taylor et al. 
1991; DeNinno et al. 1991). We have in unpublished experiments confirmed that 
A 68930 induces contralateral rotations in unilaterally 6-OHDA lesioned rats. Thus, the 
present results of A 68930 and dihydrexidine in reserpinized rats can in fact be used to 
question the “reserpine model” as predictive of antiparkinsonian properties. On the 
other hand, assuming that reserpine indeed can induce a parkinsonian state in rats, the 
results from this study suggest that a combined dopamine D1 and D2 receptor activation 
is required to gain optimal benefits from targeting dopamine D1 receptors in 
Parkinson’s disease, as such combined activation cause synergistic enhancement of 
motor activity. 
 In conclusion: A 68930 and dihydrexidine did not induce any locomotion in 
reserpinized rats when administered alone. When combined with the dopamine D2 

receptor agonist quinpirole a synergistic enhancement of locomotor activity was 
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revealed. This suggests concomitant dopamine D1 and D2 receptor stimulation for the 
treatment of Parkinson’s disease with dopamine agonists. 
 
 
4.8 EFFECTS OF siRNA TARGETING THE DOPAMINE D1 RECEPTOR IN 

VITRO AND IN VIVO (PAPER IV) 

A 68930 and dihydrexidine have affinity for both dopamine D1 and D5 receptors. In 
an attempt to deduce the suppressive effects on locomotion by A 68930 and 
dihydrexidine to either receptor subtype, we evaluated siRNA for selective dopamine 
D1 receptor knockdown in the living rat brain. 
 A double-stranded RNA targeting the dopamine D1 receptor mRNA was 
constructed and evaluated in vitro before applied to rat brain. [125I]SCH 23982-
binding on cells stably transfected with rat dopamine D1 receptor cDNA yielded a 
Bmax of 293±31 fmol mg-1 protein and a Kd of 0.79±0.17 nM. The Kd value is in 
agreement with the affinity of SCH 23982 to dopamine D1 receptors (Sidhu et al. 
1986). Transfection of the same cells with siRNA targeting dopamine D1 receptors 
decreased the Bmax value to 71±8.9 fmol mg-1 protein with no change in the estimated 
Kd value 1.1±0.25 nM. This corresponds to a 76% decrease in Bmax compared with 
controls. Neither the control siRNA (targeted to human immunodeficiency virus) nor 
oligofectamine treatment per se resulted in any changes in SCH 23982-binding. 

The siRNA above (1.0 or 10.0 nmol) was infused into the caudate putamen of 
rats over three days. Post mortem [125I]SCH 23982-autoradiography showed a 
regional distribution of the dopamine D1 receptor protein in rat brain in agreement to 
previous studies using the same ligand (Aiso et al. 1987; Dawson et al. 1988), which 
also is in agreement with the distribution of the dopamine D1 receptor protein detected 
with an antibody (Dumartin et al. 1998). In sharp contrast to the in vitro experiments, 
we could not detect any decrease of SCH 23982-binding in the brain regions close to 
the injection site of the dopamine D1 receptor siRNA. In situ hybridization 
experiments showed strong labelling in the striatum, in agreement with previous 
reports of the dopamine D1 receptor distribution of both mRNA and receptor protein 
(Dumartin et al. 1998; Le Moine et al. 1991). However, we could not detect any 
changes in dopamine D1 receptor mRNA levels in the striatum after siRNA treatment 
either. 

The present lack of siRNA to induce RNA interference in the living brain are in 
agreement with a recent paper aiming at knocking down the melanocortin MC4 
receptor in rat brain (Senn et al. 2005). The reasons for the discrepancy between the 
successful knockdown in vitro and the failure in vivo in the present study are not clear 
but may relate to several factors. First of all the siRNA must be able to penetrate into 
the cells as well as through the brain parenchyma. The mRNA processing and 
structure may be different for endogenously expressed mRNA compared to 
recombinant expressed mRNA in a cell line. Also the mRNA and/or the receptor 
protein half-life could possibly be differentially regulated under the two different 
experimental conditions. 
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One way to overcome the problem with delivery of siRNA in vivo can be the 
use of viral vectors that efficiently transduce cells. Viral vectors for delivery of 
siRNA have proven successful in several studies with various CNS targets (Harper et 
al. 2005; Hommel et al. 2003; Raoul et al. 2005). Other delivery strategies of siRNA 
involve encapsulation in immunoliposomes and electroporation, reviewed in 
(Thakker et al. 2006; Behlke 2006). However, for the feasibility of using siRNA 
mediated knockdown in vivo, it would be beneficial if the siRNA could be applied 
‘naked’ to the CNS without the usage of any further vector or carrier. This also has 
proven successful for a few CNS targets, other than the dopamine D1 receptor, often 
using very high doses of siRNA. The cation-channel P2X3, dopamine transporter 
(DAT) and serotonin transporter (SERT) have successfully been knocked down in 
vivo with corresponding behavioral phenotypes. The doses used of siRNA were as 
high as 0.4 mg/day over two weeks in mouse or rat (Dorn et al. 2004; Hoyer et al. 
2006). These two studies demonstrate that ‘naked’ siRNA is capable of inducing 
RNA-interference in the living brain, at least for some targets, when administered in 
high doses. 
 In conclusion: siRNA targeting the dopamine D1 receptor are not capable of 
inducing RNA interference when infused into rat brain, although they are highly 
efficacious in vitro. The discrepancy between results in vitro and in vivo is possibly 
related to the regulation of the dopamine D1 receptor or the delivery of siRNA in vivo. 
At this stage, we conclude that a refinement of the RNAi technology is urged before 
applied in functional studies of dopamine D1 receptors in vivo. 
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5 GENERAL DISCUSSION 
In the present thesis, the functional role of dopamine D1 receptors on various aspects of 
psychomotor activation has been examined. The “sedative” effects of dopamine D1 
receptor agonists are evident in naïve rats as well as in antagonism of amphetamine-
induced hyperactive rats. Furthermore, in animals with low baseline locomotor activity, 
habituated to the test environment, no stimulation of locomotion was found after 
treatment with dopamine D1 receptor agonists. In contrast to previous studies, the use 
of normal rats, i.e. not using habituated rats, the present work unraveled inhibitory 
effects of dopamine D1 receptor agonism on locomotor activity. Also, nor did 
dopamine D1 receptor stimulation activate motor behavior in catecholamine-depleted 
rats. Taken together, the present data suggest an inhibitory role of dopamine D1 
receptors in psychomotor activation. Moreover the effects of the dopamine D1 receptor 
agonists used on locomotor inhibition are possibly mediated by prefrontal dopamine D1 
receptors, since neuronal activation (here indexed by c-fos induction) is markedly 
increased in this area to a higher level than in subcortical areas. The prefrontal cortex as 
a possible site of action of dopamine D1 receptor-mediated sedation is supported by the 
literature. For example, prefrontal dopamine is believed to inhibit subcortical dopamine 
activity (Jaskiw et al. 1990; Thompson and Moss 1995). 
 In agreement with the present findings, previous studies using full dopamine D1 

receptor agonists also have reported locomotor inhibition (AI-Naser and Cooper 1994; 
Goulet and Madras 2000; Nergårdh et al. 2005; Salmi and Ahlenius 2000). There is a 
discrepancy in the literature between the present findings and those of the partial 
agonist SKF 38393 and the benzazepine analogues thereof; SKF 38393 induce 
grooming but does not affect locomotion readily (Molloy and Waddington 1984). With 
respect to locomotion, a slight increase, decrease or no effect of SKF 38393 has been 
reported (Cohen et al. 1999; Löschmann et al. 1991; Meyer and Shults 1993; Molloy 
and Waddington 1987; Starr and Starr 1986). SKF 38393 does not constitute an optimal 
tool for functional studies of dopamine D1 receptor agonism as it is a partial agonist 
(Setler et al. 1978). Full agonists based on the same chemistry as SKF 38393 have been 
synthesized, exemplified by SKF 82958 and SKF 81297. Both SKF 82958 and 
SKF 81297 have been reported to enhance locomotion (Cohen et al. 1999; Desai et al. 
2005). It should however be noted, that most often the study design is optimized for 
measurements of enhanced locomotion, making the observation of inhibitory effects 
difficult or even impossible. Despite experimental conditions not optimal for 
measurements of decreased locomotion, the benzazepines also can inhibit locomotion. 
That is, during the first phase in an open-field experiment, when the animals still 
express a high baseline activity, locomotion is decreased (Heijtz et al. 2002; Heijtz et 
al. 2007; Meyer and Shults 1993). Concomitant activation of dopamine D2 receptors of 
the benzazepines cannot be ruled out. SKF 82958 has in electrophysiology studies been 
shown to mediate effects of dopamine D2 receptors (Ruskin et al. 1998). We have, in 
unpublished experiments, observed a discrepancy in the effects of SKF 82958 on open-
field behavior in comparison with A 68930 and dihydrexidine. In animals with low 
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baseline locomotor activity, SKF 82958 increased total activity, locomotion and 
rearing. These stimulatory effects on locomotion were antagonized by raclopride and 
are hence, at least in part, dopamine D2 receptor-mediated.  
 Whether the sedative effects on locomotion of dopamine D1 receptor agonists are 
mediated by dopamine receptor subtype D1 or D5 remains elusive. In the present thesis 
the usage of siRNA inducing RNAi was evaluated for the purpose of a functional 
separation of the two receptor subtypes. Despite high efficacy in an in vitro system, no 
receptor knockdown was obtained when applied in rat brain. The present results 
suggest that a refinement of the RNAi technology is needed before it can be a useful 
tool delineating specific D1 and D5 receptor functions. Based on the generation of 
transgenic dopamine D1 and D5 receptor deficient mice, results on an inhibitory role of 
D1 and D5 receptors are inconclusive. In support of the notion of dopamine D1 and D5 
receptors as inhibiting psychomotor activity, hyperactivity has been observed in both 
D1 and D5 receptor null mice (Sibley 1999; Xu et al. 1994). On the other hand, these 
results are in contradiction to other knockout mice that do not express any alteration in 
locomotor activity (Drago et al. 1994; Holmes et al. 2001). 
 
 
5.1 DOPAMINE D1 RECEPTOR AGONISM FOR THE TREATMENT OF 

PARKINSON’S DISEASE 

Enhanced dopamine transmission constitutes the core in pharmacotherapy of 
Parkinson’s disease. When full dopamine D1 receptor agonists were tested in the model 
of reserpine-induced catecholamine depletion, motor behavior was not restored. 
Traditionally the present findings would not be interpreted as potential antiparkinsonian 
properties. However, previous studies on full dopamine D1 receptor agonists in other 
animal models of Parkinson’s disease than the reserpine model, have demonstrated 
antiparkinsonian properties. That is, in MPTP-treated primates motor behavior is 
improved and in unilaterally 6-OHDA lesioned rodents, full dopamine D1 agonists 
induce contralateral rotations (DeNinno et al. 1991; Goulet and Madras 2000; Kebabian 
et al. 1992; Taylor et al. 1991). We have, in unpublished observations, confirmed the 
findings of contralateral rotations in unilaterally 6-OHDA lesioned rats of A 68930. 
The findings of antiparkinsonian properties of dopamine D1 receptor agonists in animal 
models are in agreement with the clinical trials performed with dihydrexidine and other 
D1 agonists in which motor improvements are evident (Blanchet et al. 1998; Giardina 
and Williams 2001). As dopamine D1 receptor agonists appear efficient in patients as 
well as in several animal models of Parkinson’s disease, the reserpine model as 
predictive for antiparkinsonian properties might indeed be questioned. However, in 
reserpinized rats, full dopamine D1 receptor agonists restore motor behavior in synergy 
with a dopamine D2 receptor agonist, i.e. locomotion is increased to a level of activity 
similar to controls. Assuming that reserpine does induce a parkinsonian state in rodents, 
the present results suggest a combined target regime of dopamine D1 and D2 receptors 
in the development of dopamine agonists for the treatment of Parkinson’s disease. 
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5.2 DOPAMINE D1 RECEPTOR AGONISM FOR THE TREATMENT OF 

SCHIZOPHRENIA 

Dopamine D1 receptor agonism has been suggested as a treatment of hypofrontality in 
schizophrenia (see introduction). Hopes are that D1 receptor agonism can improve the 
cognitive impairment and possibly the negative symptoms of schizophrenic patients. In 
the present thesis, suppressive effects on locomotion of dopamine D1 receptor agonism 
are presented. In amphetamine-induced hyperactive rats, a model of psychosis, 
antagonism of hyperactivity was found by dopamine D1 receptor agonists. Blockade of 
amphetamine-induced hyperactivity is traditionally interpreted as antipsychotic 
properties. The present results suggest that dopamine D1 receptor agonism may not only 
be beneficial for cognitive performance and negative symptoms in schizophrenia, but 
may also have distinct antipsychotic qualities per se. For example, the induction of 
c-fos in the prefrontal cortex provides a possible explanation for the underlying 
mechanism of locomotor inhibition, as this area can inhibit subcortical dopamine 
activity (see results and discussion) (Jaskiw et al. 1990; Thompson and Moss 1995). In 
view of the hypofrontality showed in schizophrenia, agonism of dopamine D1 receptors 
in the treatment of schizophrenia may well be a way forward. Interestingly, 
schizophrenic patients treated with the dopamine D1 receptor antagonist SCH 39166 
deteriorated, indicating an aggravation of the psychosis following dopamine D1 receptor 
antagonism (Karlsson et al. 1995; Sedvall and Farde 1995). 

Clozapine, being an agonist at dopamine D1 receptors, has been found to bind 
preferentially to cortical dopamine D1 receptors (Chou et al. 2006). This is 
accompanied with the marked efficacy of clozapine in treatment resistant patients 
(Naheed and Green 2001). Clozapine also has the unique feature of being anti-
cataleptic in experimental animals and safe to use in parkinsonian patients without 
worsening their motor disabilities (Friedman and Factor 2000). As demonstrated in the 
present thesis, these properties of clozapine appear unique when compared with 
olanzapine and quetiapine, two atypicals with rather similar receptor affinity profile as 
clozapine. In the present thesis, clozapine blocked dopamine D1 and D2 receptor-
mediated catalepsy. Whether the anticataleptic features of clozapine reside in dopamine 
D1 receptor agonism remains elusive, but it is tempting to speculate that this could be 
the case, in view of previous experimental and clinical studies. 
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